Abstract This paper presents a basic experiment platform to monitor coastline using unmanned surface vessel. This platform has two operating mode, manual work for release and automation for patrol. By swarm intelligent formation control and hunting strategy developed, we can use these methods for the monitor platform. The platform contains control system, sensor system, communication system. The USV (unmanned surface vessel) in the platform can patrol to ensure if there are dangerous situations in the area. They can switch mode to suit for different situation. In this paper, we design the platform system and manufacture the USV. We plan to use out USV to prove the platform.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is a long coastline about 18 thousands kilometers in our country. And most of our citizens live in the cities near the coastline. To defend the threat from other organizations, we should monitor the areas along the coastline. With the rapid development of science and technology, the advanced equipment with detectors or weapons equips on vessel can voyage near the coastline. Because human sea patrol has to face many dangerous situations, foreign countries like the United Stated and Israel [1] are developing new USV, and it can replace human patrol to monitor the coast like SASS 6M Mk . In our country, we also have developed the USV, such as JingHai-1 and -, which can forecast the weather of the sea.
A. Instruction Of Monitor With USV
The USV can be represented as a robot working on the sea level. It can work on dangerous situation so that people can avoid suffering from personal security like Anti-terrorism robot. If USV equips advanced equipment, like navigation system, sensor technology, communication system and weapon, it can perform military tasks like investigation, searching target, detection, rescue and navigation. In 2000, the Hamas attempted to attack Israel by a suicide attack vessel. Finally the vessel shot down before attack. During this terrorist incident, Israel made a rigid rules to ensure the safety of their coastline. Every ship must be checked by wireless recognition before 37 to 55 kilometers from island. Before 18 kilometers, the ship should be checked by human. So the USV can check the ship general before human, or the USV can expel the threaten ship automatically.
USV can reach the speed of 40 knots with GPS or inertial navigation system. And the sensors contain radar, infrared system, CCD camera and laser range finder and so on. Therefore, this USV can monitor and chase the target. The weapon on the USV has different caliber. The primary tasks of this USV are anti-terrorist.
B. Our USV Monitor System
To build the coast monitor system, single USV is not enough. Thus, we present a USV swarm system to patrol the task area continual.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The design of the platform task discussed in Section 2. The simulation of the platform is introduced in Section 3. And the Section 4, we further display the primary USV which we designed.
II. THE STRUCTURE OF OUR MONITOR SYSTEM
The USV swarm coastline monitor platform system can execute multiple key tasks. Formation task, cooperate task allocation [2] [3] , swarm networking, route planning and so on. To perform the alert area monitoring, we used the finite state machine pattern to make the multi tasks together. The system has a trigger structure. It can change the task into different status, so that the USV swarm can execute suitable task. Therefore, under the cooperation of robots, the platform can do monitor for the coastline. which control by USV themselves. We can find t status.
A. Process Of USV Monitor Work
First, start the system. Then every USV comes to the status of Wait . They are waiting beside the port ready to carry on patrol task. When the commander broadcast the mission, every USV read the task, and they establish the target area, size of the swarm and the initialize leader [4] [5] .
Then the communication network within USV can be built. The status of the USV swarm will switch into Walking.
On the Walk Status, USV swarm walk with formation, under the guide of the leader. The swarm walk to the target area. Every USV gets the position and task from the leader, the leader makes the route planning. By the control of the team, the swarm keeps the formation to reach the area.
When the USV swarm to reach the area, every USVs walk to their own area. Their own area has been set up by the leader before. Each USV changes the status of Patrol on their own target area. The USVs can route their planning during their patrol status. As a system, the platform can get the whole environment by the information about each USV. So that the system can monitor the target area in real time.
The commander set the order to the system by the time of finishing the mission [6] . The USVs get the order and change the status to Gather . The following USVs walk to the leader. So they return to the port as a team just like when they came to the target area. And finally, all USVs back to the status of Ready, so that they can start off again. That is the circulation of the platform system working. 
B. Treatment For Different Kind Of Target
Once the target comes into the working area, the USV swarm patrol to search the target, and according to the different threaten level of the target, the swarm walk to check or follow or even alert. It can be described that when a target found by an USV, it will follow the target by regular distance, and check the target. If the target has no threaten, the USV leaves the target and goes on patrol. If the target has threatened, the USV will follow the target and push the target left the area. The USVs can relay to follow the target until the threatening disappear. If the USV follows the target to next piece of area, the other USV then comes to relay on following the target. Then the first USV finish the job and back to its own area.
When a serious threaten target comes into the whole area, then the swarm make up a mini group to follow and monitor the VIP target. At the time of finding the serious threaten target, the USV becomes a leader and call the fellow USVs to monitor the VIP target together. The USVs cooperate hunting the VIP target until it disappears.
The above strategy included in the monitor platform system. The USV follow the rules to work cooperative.
III. SIMULATION FOR MONITOR SYSTEM
The simulation is built base on Matlab. Fig.2 describes the stands for the satellite picture, and in the bottom left present six yellow USVs. The control center located on the right side of the Fig2. The commander can control this area and according to the real time data adjust the whole situation. The position of every boat update on real time. The areas with the line of light blue are the target area of the swarm monitoring. The circle of dark blue is the area of the USV exploring limit line. Beside the USV present the ID and the status of that USV. The buttons below the interface used to control the virtual USV like the number of USV released and the feature of the USV. And the button of deploy and return to base call the whole USVs to start the mission or end the mission. During the simulation, commander can release the target anytime. The character of the target can be set like the speed, the initial location, the pitch and the level of the threatening. We set three levels M S
The whole process of simulation experiment in this paper set the max speed of USV at 40 knots, the area of the experiment range as a rectangle by 14 kilometers multiply 15 kilometers. And the swarm of USV contains 6 USVs. The process of the experiment presents as follows:
The simulation start from the status of all the USVs.
they walk to the target area in formation and patrol at each regular area. At the patrol status, we release targets from different position, different direction and different level of threatening. To complete the monitor job, the swarm of USV can handle the different situation by using corresponding strategy automatically. The swarm of USV set back to the port when the commander order. Then they change their status into 
B. Release Target For USV Searching
At the patrol time, we put a no threaten target into the area. The position of the target is (19000, 17000), pitch is 225 degree. After a period time, usv_6 finds the target, so the detection zone of the USV turn red. And usv_6 follows the target and survey the target. Because of the target is no threaten, so the USV abandon the target and patrol its own area again.
C. Mild Threatening Targrt
If the target is , it should be control in the exploring range, once the target be found. The USV follows the target until it leaves other USV can relay following the target till the target gets out of the target area. We use path planning strategy for the other USV coming for the target. That strategy based on the neural dynamic method [7] . In this paper, we just use the method and ignoring the description. And Fig 5 shows the schema of this strategy.
D. Serious Threatening Target
Serious threaten target can be treated as VIP. Once the VIP target comes into the monitor area, we should follow the target by team. Two vessels follow beside the target, left one and right one, accompany the target walk out the area. Fig 6  show the strategy. 
E. Call Back The Swarm USV
When the commander clicks order every USV comes back to the port. The USVs from every corner comes together, walking back as a team. The Fig  7 shows that. Fig. 5 . Usv_1 follows the target until the mild threatening target walking out of its own area. And in the current area, usv_3 walks towards to relay on monitoring the target. As the target hand over, usv_1 goes back to its own area patrolling again. The target will be monitored by this kind of strategy until disappeared from the whole area IV. PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT Now we design a kind of USV to make experiment for our research. Fig 8 is the physical model of our USV. Compare with the military USV mentioned in Section one, our USV is much smaller and equipped with lighter detector. The length of our USV is about 1.1 meters and weight is about 200 kg. We equip the USV with two kinds of GPS module, common GPS and difference GPS. And that can help improve the location information for our experiment. At the head of the USV, we put an electronic compass made by the company of PNI, that can give the exactly data of the pitch. The network bridge has a 500 meter of communication working distance. Now we have tested the boat, and it can voyage towards the direction automatically. And we will prove the platform in the future. Fig. 8 . This is the USV we design. And the photo was taken at the time we test the USV on the lake in Qipan mountain of Shenyang V. CONCLUSION In this paper, a platform for monitoring the coastline by unmanned surface vessel is proposed. The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed platform and model can almost achieve the expectation. However, the simulation as well as the platform need to be further investigated and developed in our future work. And the physical model should be designed better, so that we can make the swarm USV to prove the platform. The practical significance can come true in the future.
